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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this work was to establish a usable method for dose calculation from a spectrum

measured by a gamma-ray spectrometer (HPGe detector). This paper is a technical guide

explaining a method of unfolding gamma spectra measured with germanium detectors. The

method of unfolding is based on Monte Carlo simulations and the undisturbed gamma spectrum

(in air, without a detector present) is calculated from a measured spectrum. The unfolding makes it

possible to calculate the actual radiation dose from a measured spectra. The detectors described in

this paper are two mobile HPGe detectors at FOA, Division of NBC Defence, in Umea. Full

background and details can be found in a FOA report [1].

The layout of the manual is divided into three parts:

1) This part explains how to make the detector model and EGS4 input file for a new

detector.

2) The second part, describes how to make the calculations with EGS4 (Electron Gamma

Shower version 4), for a detector for which the theoretical model already is made.

3) In the third part the unfolding method is explained. PV Wave is the software used. The

method assumes that the EGS4 input file and the Monte Carlo calculations for the

detector already are made.

THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE DETECTOR

To be able to make a model of the detector for the DOSRZ program and to calculate the detector

response, the interior of the detector has to be known. The model is based on schematic drawings

of the detector, received from the manufacturer. From this description the dimensions and material

are obtained. The rest of this section is copied (original chapters 4.3,4.4, 5.1 and 5.2) from the

first report written for this work (FOA-R—99-01035-861—SE, Feb. 1999).



PEGS4 - DATA PREPARATION

PEGS4 is a stand alone data preprocessing code consisting of twelve subroutines and 85

functions. The output is in a form for direct use in EGS4. To be able to run EGS4 the elements

(or compounds or mixtures) to be used must be specified in the user code or in some input to

it. Either already existing data files can be used or PEGS4 has to be run to create the

necessary data files. In general the user need to use PEGS4 only once to obtain the media

data files required by EGS4.

To create a data file with the cross section data for a particular element, compound or

mixture a PEGS4 input file is made. The following is an example from this work and it is the

input file for liquid nitrogen.

EXAMPLE

COMP

&INPNE=2,RHO=0.808,PZ=1,1,IAPRIM=1 &END

NTTROGENLIQUID

N N

ENER

&INP AE=0.521,UE=55.511,AP=0.01,UP=55. &END

PWLF

&INP&END

DECK

&INP&END

where a compound is specified (COMP). Next line gives, for example, the number of elements

and their densities, and line four gives the symbol for each element which of course here is

only nitrogen. On line six the upper and lower cut-off energies are specified. How to use

PEGS4 is described in detail in reference [2, 3].

DOSRZ - A USER CODE

This code simulates the passage of an electron or photon beam in a cylindrical geometry. It

can score pulse height distributions in an arbitrary volume made up of any number of

regions. The energy deposited within various user defined regions is scored and analyzed

statistically following the simulation. The user defines the geometry of the target via the



input of a number of planar and cylindrical coordinates which divide the cylinder into a

number of regions.

Each region composed of a user specified material (figure 1) and:

specifies in which regions the pulse height distribution is to be scored

selects either the energy, if a monoenergetic beam is to be used, or specifies an energy

spectrum selects the source of radiation from parallel beam or point sources originating from

the side or front, or isotropically radiating sources embedded in the cylinder

sets the number of histories

sets the time limit and statistical limit

selects transport controls such as the fractional energy loss per charged particle step

sets the maximum step size

sets particle energy cutoffs

sets range rejection parameters.

Figure 1
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When "scoring the pulse height distribution" is selected, in DOSRZ, the size of the energy

bins (intervals) in the output has to be chosen. Either all bins are equal (default is 10 keV)

or the bins are individually specified with the top of each bin. For the statistical analysis

of the peak efficiencies a 48#47E can be chosen (default is 5 keV).

The number of histories chosen is divided into ten batches to make statistical analysis

possible e.g. 20 million histories means 10 batches of 2 million histories each.



All of these parameters are set in a input file called X.egs4inp. When the calculations are

done the output is spread out onto different files, the two important ones in this work being

the files with the extensions .egs41st, which lists the run - its various inputs and output in a

verbose way, and .egs4eff which holds the actual pulse height distribution calculated,

together with the total efficiency. There is a .egs4inp, .egs41st and a .egs4eff for every run (every

incident energy) made. In appendix B [1] the three file types are listed for an incident energy of 2

MeV.

THE DETECTOR MODEL

Figure 2

A simple model of the
liquid nitrogen container
and the cooling rod.
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As mentioned above DOSRZ works with a cylindrical geometry which is suitable when

modelling a HPGe detector. The detectors used in this work are both HPGE detectors (EG&G

ORTEC) of p-type and the relative efficiencies are 50% and 36%. To be able to describe the

detector accurately it is X-rayed, and a data sheet is obtained from the manufacturers

giving the dimensions and the material used for the detector and housing. All details on the 50%

detector is found in appendix A [1]. There is no detailed data sheet obtainable for the liquid

nitrogen container but a simple model is made based on the inner and outer volume and a

general knowledge [4, 5] of how these containers are built (figure 2).

The first very simple model of the detector is only a solid germanium cylinder. After that an

aluminium disc is added behind the detector. As soon as the disc is introduced a

backscatter peak appears at approximately 200 keV (incident energy is 662 keV) (figure 3).

Similar observations have been made by several research teams e.g. in [6,7, 8].



Figure 3

Above: the simple
germanium cylinder
detector and the spectrum
it gives rise to. Below: The
spectrum when a
aluminum disc is added
behind the cylinder.
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A more complex model of the detector is now built. In figure 4 the difference between the

model and the real detector is shown. The real germanium crystal has a bullet form

whereas the model is a right cylinder. Also behind the detector part there is a more

complicated, not symmetrical, geometry in the real detector. Here is the molecular sieve,

some electronics, screws etc. All these things are ignored in the model. What the geometry

used in DOSRZ actually looks like, with all the numbered regions, is shown in the reference report

[1].



Figure 4

The geometric model
(above) of the detector,
used in the calculations,
compared with the real
detector (below) where the
bullet shape can be seen
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INPUT PARAMETERS

The matrix of response functions is built up in steps of 10 keV for the energies 10 keV to 2 MeV

and for the four different angles; 0,30,45 and 60 degrees. 90 degrees is left out here because

of the situation in a normal in-situ measurement where the radioactive source is spread

out on the ground beneath the detector. 30 million histories is chosen that gives a

statistical uncertainty of less than 0.5 % in the full energy peak and below 2 % for the rest of

the response function.

The source is "Point source off axis", one of the available in DOSRZ. This choice makes it

possible to place the source anywhere around the detector. The distance

10



from the z-axis and the perpendicular distance from the face of the detector are used as

input. The idea behind using the point source is to have as pure response functions as

possible; one monoenergetic point source for each run building up a "finger print" for that

particular detector, then repeating this for a number of different angles for comparison.

DOSRZ is set to sample the pulse height distribution in the germanium regions of the model.

Other options such as the transport control variables are set to the EGS4 default.

MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS

PREPARE TO USE UNIX FROM A PC ENVIRONMENT

- Use some kind of X-server to be able to view windows from the UNIX environment on the

PC. This could be Xvision for example. Click on the Xvision icon and make sure that the

server is active (it should appear on the task bar).

- Now use a terminal, for example CRT. Click on the CRT icon, log on (that is give the user and

password).

- Find out the IP number of the computer. To get it do the following (in the terminal window):

prompt> nslookup <name of the computer> <name server>

Example:

prompt> nslookup femman uggla

nslookup = name server lookup.

- Note the IP number for the computer (femman in the example) and do the following:

prompt> setenv DISPLAY <IP number>:0

Example;

prompt> setenv DISPLAY 123.234.34.45:0

11



The combination of setenv DISPLAY and an active Xvision on the PC means that the windows

from the UNIX machine can be open on the PC, for example an editor window.

Do:

prompt> cd egs4/dosrz/

This will give the right directory (DOSRZ). The directory where the program will file the detector

response calculations.

To display all the files in the directory, type:

prompt> Is-IF

The -IF option gives a detailed list of the files with sizes and dates. / after the name means a

directory and * means that the file is executable.

TO DO THE CALCULATIONS ON THE UNIX MACHINE

Now to run calculations for the detector called "femman", open the file Run_no5 with the

editor emacs like this:

prompt> emacs Run_no5 &

The trailing ampersand (&) is to let the process of showing the editor window run in the

background leaving the prompt> ready to use for other things.

This is what the script Run_no5 looks like:

EXAMPLE

#!/bin/csh

source /home/chanor/HEN_HOUSE/Cshrc_additi ons_for_egs4

@ el = 10

while ($el < 1002)

set mel = vecho $el | awk '{print 0.001 * $1}'

sed -e "s/xyzzy/$mel/" < no5.egs4sed > no5.egs4inp

echo "" | ex dosrz no5 detector

cp no5.egs4eff no5_10bin_45degrees/no5_45deg_10_$el.dat

cp no5.egs41st no5_10bin_45degrees/no5_lst_45deg_10_$el.dat

@ el += 10

end
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The while-loop loops over the energy bins starting with 10 keV and ending with 1 MeV. The line

that starts with sed takes the file no5.egs4sed, looks for xyzzy and replaces it with the right energy

bin and copies it to the input file no5.egs4inp.

ex dosrz no5 detector

is the command to execute dosrz with the no5.egs4inp file as input.

After each calculation (each bin) the egs4 output files (.egs4eff and .egs41st) are copied to a new

location, in this case no5_10bin_45degrees/.

IMPORTANT

The example above is for an angle of incidence of 45 degrees. For every new angle there is a line

in the no5.egs4sed file that has to be changed. It is the r- and z-coordinates that gives the angle of

incidence and those can be found in the 14th line from the end. Look in Appendix A, page 52 in

the original report [1]. The line looks like this

0, 12, 50.0, 85.60, 0.0, 0.0

where the 3rd number (50.0) is the r-value (sinus of the angle in cm) and the 4th number (85.60) is

the z-value (cosines of the angle in cm minus 1 cm). Note that in the appendix [1] input file the

angle is 30 degrees.

The first line, that is the title, should be changed too (see page 49).

Remember to change the .egs4sed file and not the .egs4inp file because the script copies the sed

file to the inp file for every new energy bin!

- To start the calculations after all the necessary changes to the script and the sed file are made,

do this:

prompt> nice <the script> > <log file> &

EXAMPLE:
prompt> nice Run_no5 > Iog.no5 &

nice means that the user will not compete too much with all other users of the system.

The > sign redirects the terminal output from DOSRZ to a log file and the ampersand (&) puts the

process into the background (see above).
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- To check that DOSRZ has started:

prompt> ps-u <user name>

EXAMPLE:
prompt> ps-uchanor

- To look at the result:

prompt> Is -IF <directory name>

EXAMPLE:
prompt> Is -IF no5_10bin_45degrees/

which means: Show all the files in the directory no5_10bin_45degrees/ (compare the script to see

what is expected).

- To make a file, for example a script like Run_no5, executable do this:

prompt> chmod u+x Run_no5

Change mode (chmod), add executable to user (u+x), for named script.

- The last thing to do after all the calculations are made is to compile a file with the efficiency

from each .egs4eff file. Do this with the script tlno5:

EXAMPLE

#!/bin/csh

rm no5_10bin_45degreesZno5_eff_45deg_10.dat

@ el = 10

while ($el < 1002)

tail -1 no5_10bin_45degrees/no5_45deg_10_$el.dat»\

no5_10bin_45degrees/no5_eff_45deg_10.dat

@ el += 10

end

The limit of the while-loop has to be set to the highest energy bin calculated (plus two), for

example 2002 if the highest bin is 2 MeV, or 3002 if it is 3 Me V.

What is left now is to get all the no5_angle_10_someNumber.dat files and the

no5_eff_angle_10.dat file from the UNIX machine to the PC via ftp to be able to do an unfolding

for the new detector.
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THE UNFOLDING

PREPARE THE MEASURED SPECTRUM

Start by deciding the size of the spectrum, i.e. the maximum energy, for example 1 MeV, 2

MeV etc.

- Prepare a file with two columns where:

1) The first column contains the energy, each row is one channel from the measured

spectrum.

2) The second column contains the counts from the measured spectrum.

Prepare this file with a spreadsheet program, for example Excel, and save it as "Formatted Text

(Space delimited)", a .prn file.

Be sure to note the NUMBER OF CHANNELS. This is one of the input values the unfolding

program has to be supplied with.

START THE UNFOLDING

There are two Wave programs that have to be run, MAKE_MATRIX.PRO and UNFOLD.PRO, to

go through the unfolding procedure. These programs can be found in the appendix [1].

Belonging to these programs are three input files called MATRIX_INPUT.TXT,

UNFOLD_INPUT.TXT and FORMAT_INPUT.TXT. The three files,

MATRIX_INPUT_EXPLAINED.TXT, UNFOLD_INPUT_EXPLAINED.TXT and

FORMAT_INPUT_EXPLAINED.TXT, work as templates and explanation of the input

parameters. These template files can also be found in the appendix [1].

Read these files carefully.

Both .PRO files are well commented (a comment is everything that follows a semicolon - ; ) and

read them through quickly before running the programs in Wave. This is not absolutely necessary,

it is just to get a better understanding of what actually happens during the unfolding.

- First of all gather the calculated detector response in a matrix on a file. This is done by running

the MAKE_MATRIX-program in Wave. The input to MAKE_MATRIX.PRO, in the file

MATRIX_INPUT.TXT, is:

15



1. The first row contains the first part of the path to the EGS4 output

files that are common to all the files.

2. The second row contains the dimension of the wanted response matrix.

Up to lMeV => 100, up to 2MeV => 200 etc.

3. The third row contains the full path to the file that should hold the

response matrix.

EXAMPLE OF MATRIX_INPUT.TXT
M:\Institution41\wbc_binlO_45deg\wbc_45deg_10_100

M:\Institution4 l\wbc_bin 10_45deg\CompiledData\wbc_45deg_respons.dat

This example will go through all the output files from EGS4 for the detector called WBC, angle of

incidence 45 degrees (located in the directory M:\Institution41\wbc_binlO_45deg\, and make a

100 by 100 matrix and save it in the file wbc_45deg_respons.dat in the subdirectory

CompiledData.

- Next thing to do is to run unfold.pro. There are two input files to this program called

UNFOLD_INPUT.TXT and FORMAT_INPUT.TXT respectively.

The UNFOLD_INPUT.TXT file looks like this:

1. The number of channels in file with measured spectrum

2. The full path to the file with the measured spectrum

3. The number of bins in the matrix and the result

4. The measurement time in seconds

5. The full path to the response matrix file

6. The full path to the total efficiency file

7. The keV bin to use when normalising the output plot

8. The full path to the energy absorption coefficient file

9. The full path to the conversion coefficient file

16



And the FORMAT_INPUT.TXT looks like this:

1. Title for output plot

2. The full path to the output plot file

3. The full path to the numeral output file

4. Y-min for the output plot

5. Y-max for the output plot

6. X-min for the output plot

7. X-max for the output plot

Here is an example of the two input files with some explanations following.

EXAMPLE OF UNFOLD_INPUT.TXT

2119

M:\Institution41\data\wbc_finland_2_5.prn

100

900

M:\Institution4 l\wbc_bin 10_45deg\CompiledData\wbc_45deg_respons.dat

M:Mnstitution41\wbc_binlO_45deg\CompiledData\wbc_eff_45deg_10.dat

670

M:\Institution41\data\absorb_coefficient.prn

M:\Institution41\data\conversion_coefficient.prn

This means that from the file wbc_finland_2_5.prn a measured spectrum with 2119 channels

(rows) is read and a 100 by 100 matrix from the file wbc_45deg_respons.dat (previously made

with the MAKE_MATRIX.PRO) is used for the unfolding. The time of measurement was 900

seconds. The efficiency from each calculated energy bin is compiled in the file

wbc_eff_45deg_10.dat. The efficiency is needed to be able to calculate the flunk rate (and

consequently the dose rate) from the unfolded spectrum. The two spectra are normalised at 670

keV and the energy absorption coefficient for each bin is read from absorb_coefficient.prn and the

coefficient for conversion to dose equivalent from conversion_coefficient.prn.
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EXAMPLE OF FORMAT INPUT.TXT

Resume, wbc, Finland -95:

M:\Institution41\output\finland_unfolded_45deg991208.ps

M:\lnstitution41\output\finland_unfolded_45deg991208.prn

0

47000

40

1000

The output title is Resume, wbc, Finland -95:, the output plot file

finland_unfolded_45deg991208.ps and an output file with four columns; energy, fluence rate,

dose rate and equivalent dose rate called finland_unfolded_45deg991208.prn. The last four rows

determine that y-min is 0 and y-max is 47000, x-min is 40 and x-max is 1000 in the plot.

If the user go trough all these steps a measured spectrum is unfolded and the dose rate is

calculated.
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